Genome-wide phylogeny reconstruction is becoming increasingly common, and one driving factor behind these phylogenomic studies is the promise that the potential discordance between gene trees and the species tree can be modeled. Incomplete lineage sorting is one cause of discordance that bridges population genetic and phylogenetic processes. ASTRAL is a species tree reconstruction method that seeks to find the tree with minimum quartet distance to an input set of inferred gene trees. However, the published ASTRAL algorithm only works with one sample per species. To account for polymorphisms in present-day species, one can sample multiple individuals per species to create multi-allele datasets. Here, we introduce how ASTRAL can handle multi-allele datasets. We show that the quartet-based optimization problem extends naturally, and we introduce heuristic methods for building the search space specifically for the case of multi-individual datasets. We study the accuracy and scalability of the multi-individual version of ASTRAL-III using extensive simulation studies and compare it to NJst, the only other scalable method that can handle these datasets. We do not find strong evidence that using multiple individuals dramatically improves accuracy. When we study the trade-off between sampling more genes versus more individuals, we find that sampling more genes is more effective than sampling more individuals, even under conditions that we study where trees are shallow (median length: ≈ 1N e ) and ILS is extremely high.
: The illustration of rooted and unrooted extended species tree. Left: the species tree. Middle: the extended species tree with polytomies added for individuals of each species. Only quartets that have individuals from four species are important; the remaining quartets are trivial. For the top two trivial quartets, the extended species tree induces a resolved tree but all valid extended species trees define the same tree and therefore the quartet does not help in deciding among species trees. For the bottom two trivial quartets, all extended species trees give an unresolved quartet, and therefore, do not help in distinguishing species trees. Right: the unrooted extended species tree. The species s has d individuals; B is a semi-terminal branch in the extended species tree and corresponds to the terminal branch of s in the original species tree. Removing B and its two adjacent branches divides the tree into three groups, one corresponding to s and two opposite groups shown here as X and Y . Green: internal branches, Brown: branches corresponding to individuals, Blue: terminal/semi-terminal branches. subtree on A, and set V (A) = 0 for |A| = 1. Then, the dynamic programming recursion is:
where w computes the number of gene tree quartet topologies that match any species tree 95 that includes the tripartition A |A − A |L − A (see ASTRAL-II [42] -Eq. 2). ASTRAL-II, 96 starts by including in X the set of bipartitions observed in the input gene trees and then 97 supplements that set using a set of various heuristics [42] ; ASTRAL-III slightly changes those 98 heuristics such that the size of the set X is guaranteed to grow no more than linearly with 99 both n and k [44] .
ASTRAL-III heuristics expand the set X using several methods [42, 44] , many of which rely on a similarity matrix. To build the similarity matrix for pairs of species, we first build 196 the ASTRAL similarity matrix [42] for pairs of individuals and then compute averages for 197 all pairs of individuals corresponding to each pair of species as shown in Algorithm S1. To 198 have a sufficiently large search space, we repeat the entire process for r rounds, setting r 199 by default to 1 + log 2 max i∈S |{j ∈ R : m(j) = i}| . This default setting, which the user 200 can adjust if desired, starts with 1 rounds if all species have a single species and slowly (i.e., 201 logarithmically) increases the number of rounds as more individuals become available. For 202 example, if the maximum number of individuals per species is 5, 10, 20, or 40, the number 203 of rounds is set to 4, 5, 6, or 7, respectively. This slow pace of growth is based on our tests 204 that shows the set X is sufficiently large with these settings. Birth-rate log-uniform(10 −7 ,10 −6 ) 10 −6 (1.1 × 10 −7 , 3.8 × 10 −7 , 8.3 × 10 −7 )
Death-rate log-uniform(10 −7 ,birth-rate) 0 (1.0 × 10 −7 , 2.0 × 10 −7 , 4.4 × 10 −7 )
Number of generations log-normal(13,0.5) 0.5M , 1M , or 2M (1.9 × 10 5 , 5.0 × 10 5 , 1.0 × 10 5 ) (50 replicates each) The quartet scores of true species trees given true gene trees, used to measure gene tree 254 discordance due to ILS, indicate that the D1 dataset has extremely high levels of ILS ( Fig. 2a ).
255
The mean quartet score is 0.496 with standard deviation of 0.127. Note that quartet scores 256 close to 1/3 correspond to gene trees that are random with respect to the species tree. On 257 the D2 dataset, quartet scores range from low (0.50 on average) to relatively high (0.78 on 258 average), depending on the tree height ( Fig. 2a ).
259
After simulating true gene trees, we use Indelible [47] to evolve nucleotide sequences 260 down the gene trees using the GTR+Γ model of sequence evolution with randomly sampled 261 sequence lengths and mutation parameters. For each gene, we sample the sequence lengths 262 from a log normal distribution with parameters specific to each replicate; the parameters are 263 also drawn randomly from a distribution (described in Appendix B). The empirical average Given gene alignments, we then estimate gene trees using FastTree [48] with the GTR+Γ 270 model. The average gene tree estimation error, as measured by the RF distance between 271 true and estimated gene trees, is extremely varied (Fig. 2b) . The gene tree error on the D1 272 dataset is on average 0.4 with standard deviation 0.13, and in 90% of replicates, it ranges 273 between 0.19 and 0.68. On the D2 dataset, the mean gene tree error was 0.42, 0.31, and 0.25 274 on average for 0.5M, 1M, and 2M model conditions. As expected, shallower trees not only 275 have higher ILS, but also have increased gene tree error (Fig. 2 ). Both true (simulated) and the inferred gene trees are used as input to summary methods.
Compared Methods

278
We test several versions of ASTRAL and NJst. When we run ASTRAL-III (version 5.5.4 279 and version 5.5.9 for branch length and localPP) in the multi-individual mode (i.e., with a 280 mapping file) we refer to the method as ASTRAL-multi. ASTRAL can handle polytomies 281 and previous results indicate that removing very low support branches helps accuracy [44] .
282
Thus, we also test a version of ASTRAL-multi where all the gene trees with branches with 283 support below 5% are contracted and refer to this version as ASTRAL-multi-5%. For D1, 284 we measure support using SH-like supports reported by FastTree. For D2, we compute gene 285 tree bootstrap support with 100 bootstrap replicates. The default ASTRAL-III with each 286 individual treated as a separate species (i.e., with no mapping file) is also tested (ASTRAL-287 ind). This allows us to investigate whether prespecifying species boundaries helps improving 288 the accuracy of ASTRAL. We gave all ASTRAL runs a maximum of 48 hours of running 289 time. In four out of 330 replicates of D1, either ASTRAL-ind or ASTRAL-multi failed to 290 finish in the allotted time; we exclude these replicates. to construct the species tree. It defines the distance between two species as the average gene 294 tree internode distance or the average number of nodes between the gene copies sampled from 295 the two species across all gene trees. The NJst method is also statistically consistent under 296 the coalescent model after initial errors were fixed [41] . NJst cannot handle polytomies. To 297 address this, we arbitrarily resolve polytomies in gene trees. Note that ML gene trees inferred 298 by FastTree can include polytomies, for example, when multiple sequences are identical in a 299 gene. We also tested removing genes with many polytomies, but this filtering did not help 300 NJst ( Fig S2) . 
Experiments
302
We study three research questions. Using the three models of the D2 dataset with one, two and five individuals, we study 307 effects of the number of individuals per species, either with variable total sequencing effort 308 (i.e., keeping the number of genes fixed) or with fixed sequencing effort. To fix the sequencing 309 effort, we reduce the number of genes such that the product of the number of genes and the 310 total number of individuals is 1000. On the D1 dataset, some replicates have as few as 50 311 genes; thus, we could not perform these analyses as reducing the number of genes by a factor 312 of 5 would leave us with only 10 genes.
313
RQ2: Is species tree accuracy improved by predefining species boundaries?
314
On the D1 dataset, We compare ASTRAL-ind and ASTRAL-multi. We compute the 315 portion of species that are not monophyletic in ASTRAL-ind and also study the impact of 316 predefined species on the rest of the tree.
317
RQ3: How does the accuracy of ASTRAL compare to alternative methods?
We compare the accuracy and running time of ASTRAL-multi and ASTRAL-multi-5% 319 against NJst on both D1 and D2 datasets. Accuracy. To calculate the accuracy of a species tree constructed from input gene trees, we 322 measure the False Negative (FN) rate, defined as the proportion of bipartitions in the true 323 tree that are missing from the estimated tree. Note that since our trees are fully resolved, 324 the FN rate is equal to the Normalized Robinson-Foulds (NRF) distance.
325
To compare ASTRAL-multi and ASTRAL-ind, we use the extended species tree. Recall 326 that in an extended species tree, each species is replaced by a polytomy containing all indi-327 viduals of the species. We use the extended tree as the reference tree, compute the FN rate 328 of ASTRAL-ind, and break this FN rate into two components: the FN rate for branches that 329 are terminal in the species tree but are internal in the extended species tree (we call these 330 semi-terminal branches; see Fig 1) and the FN rate for the branches that are internal in both 331 the species tree and the extended species tree (we call these internal branches). The FN rate 332 for the semi-terminal branches gives the percentage of species that have not been recovered 333 as monophyletic in ASTRAL-ind; the FN for semi-terminal branches is zero by construction 334 for ASTRAL-multi. As expected, increasing the number of individuals from one to five gradually reduces 340 the error (Fig. 3a) . However, the improvements in accuracy tend to be small and are not 341 statistically significant (p = 0.24 according to an ANOVA test with the number of individuals 342 and the number of generations as independent variables); over all 150 replicates of all three 343 conditions of D2, the error is reduced on average from 5.7% to 5.2% when going from a single 344 individual to five. Contrary to our expectations, the impact of the number of generations (tree 345 depth) on the effectiveness of increasing the number of individuals was also not significant 346 (p = 0.85).
347
When we fix the total sequencing effort by reducing the number of genes as we increase 348 the number of species, it becomes clear that sequencing more individuals is not nearly as 349 effective as sequencing more genes (Fig. 3b) . Thus, the error with 1000 genes and a single 350 individual per species ( 4.7% on average overall) is less than the error with 200 genes and 351 five individuals (7.0% on average overall). The same pattern is observed for all three model 352 conditions.
353
Unlike estimated gene trees, when true gene trees are used, improvements in the accu-354 racy are substantial (Fig. 3c) , especially for the shallow model condition (0.5M generations).
355
With true gene trees, improvements in accuracy with variable effort are indeed statistically 356 significant (p = 0.017). Nevertheless, even with true gene trees, fixing the effort shows that 357 having more genes is more effective than increasing the number of individuals (Fig. 3d ). 
ASTRAL-multi
ASTRAL-ind Internal
Semi-terminal Internal Mean 7.8% 9.2% 8.3% Median 6.6% 6.8% 7.1% STD 6.3% 8.6% 6.9% 
Discussion
405
We introduced a multi-allele version of ASTRAL and on two large-scale simulated datasets 406 we demonstrated its accuracy and running time efficiency. We saw that predefining the species 407 boundaries can improve the accuracy. Sampling multiple individuals did not seem to help 408 the accuracy.
409
Effectiveness of individual sampling. Unsurprisingly, increasing the number of individuals 410 somewhat helped accuracy, but in the presence of gene tree estimation error, the improve-411 ments were marginal. Moreover, compared to increasing the number of genes, increasing the 412 number of individuals did not seem an efficient use of resources. It can be argued that our 413 way of fixing "effort" by controlling the product of the number of genes and the number of 414 individuals is naive, as the cost of increasing loci versus individuals may differ. The exact 415 relative costs will depend on the sequencing technology, sample collection, and many other 416 factors beyond the scope of our work. Nevertheless, our results point to limited effectiveness 417 of sampling more individuals.
418
It is perhaps surprising that even with variable sequencing effort, the reduction in the 419 error is small as we increase the numbers of individuals. Our results are somewhat contrary to 420 some previous simulation studies [12, 33, 32 ] that indicate that sampling more individuals is beneficial for shallow trees but agrees with others [40] . We stress that many of our simulations, 422 especially D1, were on extremely shallow trees. For example, on the D1 dataset, our trees 423 on average included 110 species generated in about half a million generations. Thus, the 424 species tree branch lengths were extremely short; 70% of branches were a hundred thousand 425 generations or shorter and 47% had a length ≤ 0.1 in coalescent units. Thus, our simulations 426 were specifically designed to test conditions where multiple individuals may help according 427 to previous reports, making it even more interesting that no strong pattern of improvement 428 was observed. Our simulations differed from previous works in the level of gene tree error and 429 also in the number of genes. Our gene trees have high levels of error (Fig. S1 ). It may be that 430 gene tree estimation error for shallow trees reduces the value of having multiple individuals 431 because the extra noise introduced by tree estimation weakens the signal. Consistent with this 432 explanation, with true gene trees, using more individuals did result in improvements. Another 433 difference between our study and previous studies is that we use hundreds of gene trees 434 whereas previous studies include at most 50 gene trees [12, 33, 32, 40] . Another explanation 435 is that with enough loci, the impact of having more individuals diminishes. We believe that 436 with the current sequencing technology, testing methods in the presence of hundreds of loci 437 is more relevant than tens of loci.
438
Errors in species delimitation. In all our analyses, the predefined species boundaries were 439 perfectly correct. In practice, the boundaries defined a priori may or may not be correct. In-440 troducing error in species identification may erase some of the benefits of using the multi-allele 441 version of ASTRAL. Two solutions can be employed in practice. Helpfully, our simulations 442 showed that contracting low support branches made all species compatible with monophyly 443 (Fig. 4b) . Thus, to find mistakes in the species mapping, the dataset can be analyzed in both 444 modes: with and without species boundaries. When strong localPP is found for the lack of 445 monophyly of some species, the analyst can reconsider the delimitation. Moreover, the multi-446 allele version of ASTRAL can produce branch length and localPP for the terminal branches 447 of the species tree. In our simulations, terminal branches of the species tree generally had 448 high support (Fig. 6c ). For example, 75% of them had a localPP of 1.0 and close to 90% definition should be questioned.
451
Branch length accuracy. ASTRAL-multi can compute both terminal and internal branches.
452
In our simulations, when true gene trees were used, terminal and internal branches lengths 453 were both relatively accurate ( Figs. 6ab and S5) . However, the accuracy reduced substantially 454 with estimated gene trees. Errors of close to even an order of magnitude were observed in 455 estimated branches. This pattern, which is consistent with older results [45] , indicates that in 456 the presence of gene tree error, branch lengths should be considered with caution. Interesting, 457 we note that terminal branches seemed to have less error than internal branches (Fig. 6ab ).
458
Finally, using multiple individuals instead of one individual resulted in a small but consistent 459 improvement in internal branch lengths, but once again, increasing the number of genes was 460 more effective (Fig. S5 ).
461
Predictors of accuracy. The heterogeneity of the D1 dataset enables us to look for param-462 eters that impact the accuracy of the ASTRAL species tree (Fig 7) . We observed a strong 463 dependence between the species tree error and the number of genes, the tree depth, the 464 population size, the amount of true discordance measured by the quartet score of the true 465 species tree versus true gene trees, and the average gene tree error. The only factor we 466 studied that did not have a clear impact on the accuracy was the number of species. All 467 factors other than gene tree error had a similar impact on the species tee accuracy if the 468 true gene trees were used (Fig. S6 ). As expected, main predictors of the accuracy seemed to be the number of genes, the amount of true discordance, and the gene tree estimation 470 error (Fig 7) . These three factors combined in a simple linear model could explain 40% of the variation in the species tree error. The true discordance measured by the quartet score, Table S2 : FN and quartet score difference of the species tree constructed from the set of gene trees of D1, with and without adding clusters of true species tree. The values shown are calculated such that positive FN diff means how much adding clusters of true species tree helps and negative quartet score diff shows how much quartet score has increased with adding true species tree bipartitions to search space.
Algorithm S1 -Computing similarity matrix. getSimilarity is defined in [42] and gives the similarity matrix of the leaves of its input gene trees, labeled with individuals names. function getSpeciesSimilarity(G) GS ← getSimilarity(G) S ← Zeros(n × n) Figure S1 : Simulation properties for D1. A) The empirical histogram of the quartet scores of ture species tree using true gene trees on D1. There are a few replicates with high ASTRAL quartet score. In 90% of replicates the quartet score is between 0.37 and 0.76 and the average ASTRAL quartet score is 0.5. B) The average (points) and standard deviation (bars) of species tree branch lengths measured in the number generations (log scale). The number of generations between speciation events ranges between 10,000 to 1000,000 in most cases. C) The empirical histogram of the tree height measured in the number of generations. D) The average (points) and standard deviation (bars) of the RF distance between true and estimated gene trees. Figure S2 : Species tree error (RF distance) of species tree constructed from estimated gene trees with different versions for ASTRAL and NJst on the D2 dataset. Top: mean and standard error over all 50 replicates for each model condition; Bottom: The bolxplots over the 50 replicates. ASTRAL-half is like ASTRAL-multi but genes with many polytomies are removed from the input set. Genes with many polytomies are defined to be those where the number of internal branches is at most half of the maximum possible number of internal branches. Similarly, for NJst-half, these genes are removed. This filtering does not produce a clear improvement in NJst or ASTRAL. Figure S3 : Species tree error of three version of ASTRAL versus two version of NJst run on the D1 dataset. The 326 replicates are divided into quantiles according to their ILS level, as measured by the quartet score (bottom). ASTRAL-multi-half is running ASTRAL-multi but genes with many polytomies are removed from the input set. Genes with many polytomies are defined to be those where the number of internal branches is at most half of the maximum possible number of internal branches. Similarly, for NJst-half, these genes are removed. On this dataset, all methods perform similarly. Figure S4 : Running time comparison between ASTRAL-multi, ASTRAL-multi-5% and NJst in seconds with respect to ILS level and input size defined as number of genes multiplied by number of species. ASTRAL is faster than NJst in all conditions. The running time of the ASTRAL-Multi increases with increased ILS or with larger inputs. Figure S6 : FN error of species trees constructed from estimated gene trees with respect to number of genes, log number of generations, true quartet score, haploid effective population size, number of leaves and average gene tree error (AGTE). Figure S7 : Number of clusters in the search space of ASTRAL-multi versus the size of the dataset on the D1 dataset. The search space size is quantified as ln(|X|) and the dataset set size is ln(mk) where m is the number of leaves and k is the number of genes. The red dotted line: ln |X| = α + ln mk. The black line: a line fitted to the data. Colors: ln( 3 2 (q − 1 3 )) where q is the quartet score; lighter values show higher quartet scores and thus, less ILS. Increasing the dataset size linearly increases the search space size (because the black line and the red dotted lines have similar slopes). The quartet scores is a large driver of the variation for each dataset size.
